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The proposed ratio for the time of inhalation to exhalation when using breath control as a relaxation device is a good starting point for raising awareness of arousal states is to visualize your best and worst performances Which of the following is NOT a stage in autogenous training? Cooling of extremities The two sensations that are emphasized in autogenous training are
autogenous training developed by the mindset generated by the relaxation reaction, is similar to the one described during transcendental meditation The premise of stress vaccination training is to expose the person to increasing levels of stress, whereby the person's immunity to stress relaxation techniques (anxiety reduction) is usually classified as the use of an electronic
monitoring device that can detect and amplify internal reactions. Normally available to us is known as Effective Breathing steps by the athletes can ensure that when they perform an ability under pressure, they breathe while executing the ability East has developed an applied relaxation technique with progressive relaxation that can be done in competitions in advance of
progressive relaxation, should you a. dim the lights c. lie in a comfortable position Progressive relaxation has been developed by Which of the following is (are) NOT a step of progressive relaxation? Tension and relaxation can occur simultaneously. Excess anxiety can be one. Inappropriate muscle tension b. inappropriate thoughts c. somatic (physiological) reactions a good way
to raise awareness of mental states in sports is to monitor and record your psychological states immediately after practice and competition The relaxation response was developed by the matching hypothesis refers to the type of anxiety management technique on the specific anxiety problem of each athlete Which of the following is NOT a coping strategy in the rule used by elite
athletes? After research with elite athletes of Gould and colleagues, athletes a. prepared for unexpected events c. put a great importance on mental training Which of the following is NOT a phase in the hypnosis process? According to the study by Eubank and Collins, people who perceive their anxiety as easing (as opposed to debilitative) use more a. Emotion-focused coping b.
problem-oriented coping Which of the following statements about hypnosis is (are) true? A. The more open individuals receive suggestions, the more likely they are to benefit from hypnosis. B. Negative proposals almost always lead to performance-enhancing proposals. C. The deeper trance, the more likely hypnosis will be effective. Which of the following efforts resulted in the
fastest running times of the 400-meter runners? Both Ron Smith's cognitive, affective stress management training and Don Meichenbaum's Meichenbaums Vaccination trainings are examples of
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________which are necessary for the achievement of the
relaxation reaction, are a. a quiet environment b. a passive posture c. a mental device i.e. a comfortable position Which of the following can increase the activation? a. with positive mood words c. listen to energizing music An athlete who is underactivated often experiences which of the following? a. heavy feeling in the legs b. mind wandering Which of the following can be useful
as an on-site strategy to reduce tensions? A. Smile when the pressure comes up. b. Slow down. C. Stay focused in the present. Stress vaccination training focuses on which of the following mental techniques to reduce stress? Cognitive restructuring attempts to identify and modify stress-inducing self-expressions Which of the following measures do NOT (are) included in the
interventions for cognitive and affective stress management training? Systematic desensitization Which of the following options is NOT a phase in Smith's cognitive-affective stress management training? After research on biofeedback from Landers and his colleagues, a. biofeedback provides a mechanism for coping with pre-competitive fears b. Biofeedback can improve the
performance of gunmen c. Biofeedback provides shooters with greater awareness of their heart and breathing rates Which of the following statements is (are) true in terms of research results on coping in sports a. Athletes use both adaptive and non-adaptive coping strategies. C. Athletes who had more adaptive coping strategies had higher performance. A key feature of the
multimodal anxiety reduction programs is that they help participants learn which of the following points is not a phase in stress vaccination training? What is the best type of coping strategy to use in a sporting setting? For long-term coping, research shows that the most effective strategy is active – problem-focused coping Which of the following is (are) strategies for coping with
different emotions in sports? a. Deputy learning b. Self-analysis c. Reframing The two most common coping categories are known as problem-oriented and emotion-oriented relaxation techniques (fear reduction), which are usually not a level(s) in autogenous training as which of the following methods? Cooling of the extremities
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